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Learn the Thai course faster by practicing 5 - 10 minutes a day;Develop a practical vocabulary that consists of 15,000 most common Thai words and phrases;Find what you need with the help of our search engine, and communicate freely in any situation;Analyze the learning stats and work on the aspects that need improvement.Constantly review
everything you have learned and never forget how to speak the Thai language.App Store & Google Play“Brilliant app. This may help people who want to familiarize themselves with the pronunciation and writing of the Thai script while having both the romanized and Thai script available. Review everything you’ve learned. Similar to how the chat
boxes are set up with both the Thai script and romanized Thai. For more information, see the developer’s privacy policy. Ananda from Simya Its good so far. Use the search and find quickly the word or phrase you need in any real-life conversation.Increase your motivation, engagement and learning speed by playing 30 language learning games. Be
able to introduce yourself and take part in simple conversations.Improve your speaking skills and pronunciation with the help of Speech Recognition. Thank you for choosing Ling app for your learning! Learn Thai Premium Yearly Monthly Language Learning Plan Lifetime Learning Package The developer, SIMYA LABS COMPANY LIMITED, indicated
that the app’s privacy practices may include handling of data as described below. Express your opinions in Thai and understand what people are saying.Master both written and spoken Thai. Dear kahawai, thank you for the feedback and for suggesting new content that will improve the application. Ask for directions, communicate with the local
people and get the most out of your trip. I can finally learn languages I've always wanted to learn!”Read more reviewswords, phrases & expressionshand-drawn illustrations Install the FunEasyLearn app4.7 [Trusted by 5 million users worldwide.] DOWNLOAD FREE - LEARN WITH GAMES - SPEAK WITH NATIVE SPEAKERSLearn Thai from Master
Ling in 10 minutes a day!Our free Thai language learning app is designed to make learning Thai as easy and as fun as possible! Using a variety of mini-games and interactive learning techniques, you’ll be able to immerse yourself in the Thai language using just your smartphone! Whether you’re a complete beginner and don’t know any Thai words and
you want to learn the basics of the language, or you’re already pretty fluent and want to learn advanced Thai or brush up on your knowledge – Ling has you covered! Traditional Thai language lessons can be boring, dull, and no fun at all. Hello Wannabe dork , thanks! Your kind words are highly appreciated. Practice every day with the FunEasyLearn
app.Learn the Thai language in a structured and organized way. I do have some suggestions though. Use what you’ve learned in more complex conversations with the native speakers. Which is fine, but if you are unable to pull words from your memory you don't understand the question. Continue to play and study every day. I love this app and I find it
very useful for learning Thai. Listen to high-quality audios recorded by professional voice actors. Meaning you'll need to exit the app and find the meaning or go back to another lesson to find it and figure it out in that sentence. Get a detailed feedback on your progress and analyze your learning stats, to know what needs to be improved. Whereas, if
you’re having an informal conversation, then should be all informal Thai. The app really pushes full sentences right away. Although a word bank / clicking the word would be much more efficient for the price I'm paying monthly. You have made our day! We will be happy to receive more feedback at support@simyasolutions.com. Repeat after the native
speakers and improve your pronunciation. Use the smart review manager, developed by FunEasyLearn, to recall what you are about to forget. Join a multimillion community of people who learn Thai for free and offline. Start learning grammar through analyzing sentences. I’m hoping the in app content is large enough to be stimulating for the whole
course of the year subscription. Feel free to contact us directly here: support@simyasolutions.comHave fun learning with Ling First things first. Take short thematic lessons every day. Learn Thai Master Pro gives you access to 300 all Thai lessons containing over 2000 words and 4000 sentences.Pro Offers:• Monthly subscription for $8.99• Yearly
subscription for $41.99• Lifetime subscription for $109.99Subscriptions automatically renew unless auto-renew is turned off at least 24 hours before the end of the current period. Memorize the most common Thai words and build a practical vocabulary consisting of useful nouns, adjectives, adverbs, pronouns, etc.Speak confidently in any situation.
Let them learn the vocabulary adjusted to the specific needs of your business. I’m giving it 5 stars now for that alone and for the ease of use. Cover all four basic skills – reading, writing, listening and speaking. Work on your grammar. I’m really hoping this could be the push i need to get reading more than just signs and short simple statements
already. In order for us to support you further, could you please email us with screenshots to support@simyasolutions.com? Discover the best way to learn the Thai language. Learning only what you need has never been easier.Complete 10 difficulty levels. Practice at home, during breaks or while commuting. Stop wasting time and money on
corporate lessons when you can download our app and start learning.Relevant vocabulary, interesting topics, colorful illustrations, pronunciation practice and educational games will help your kids learn Thai the fun and easy way. Learn More Developer Website App Support Privacy Policy I’ll rate it again later after using for a month to see how useful
and in depth it actually is. Improve your vocabulary by choosing the contents that fit your age, level and interests. FunEasyLearn provides an opportunity to learn the Thai language from 62 mother tongues. Use 5,000 common phrases for travelling, business or daily conversations.Memorize better the new vocabulary. An entertaining way to learn a
language.”“I got started with you early on and your app keeps getting better with each release! I feel lucky to have seen this simple app develop into something amazing.”“Thank you for awesome app. My first suggestion would be for the romanized Thai to have the written Thai as well instead of just the romanized words. With our well-structured
phrasebook for travelling, you will learn how to book a flight, check into a hotel, rent a car, order food in a restaurant and much more.Want your staff learn a foreign language? It may not feel like learning at all! --------------------------------LING – HIGHLIGHTS--------------------------------- User-friendly interface is easy to navigate- Individual courses covering
different aspects of the Thai language- Courses for all fluency levels, from absolute beginner to very advanced- Mini-games, flashcards, challenges and interactive games to help you learn much faster- Learn Thai using an app that was made by Thai natives- Assess yourself on Thai speaking and pronunciation - Learn useful Thai grammar while playing
fun games- Learn how to write the Thai alphabets- Learn how to speak about a variety of different topicsLing is available for 60+ different languages:Learn ArabicLearn ChineseLearn CzechLearn DutchLearn EnglishLearn FrenchLearn GermanLearn GreekLearn HindiLearn ItalianLearn JapaneseLearn KhmerLearn KoreanLearn LithuanianLearn
MalaysianLearn NorwegianLearn PortugueseLearn RussianLearn SerbianLearn SlovakLearn SpanishLearn SwahiliLearn TagalogLearn ThaiLearn TurkishLearn VietnameseLearn AfrikaansLearn CroatianLearn HungarianLearn NepaliLearn IndonesianLearn MongolianLearn UrduLearn FinnishLearn RomanianLearn BulgarianLearn TeluguLearn
GeorgianLearn DanishLearn BengaliLearn TamilLearn PolishLearn FarsiLearn BurmeseLearn MalayalamLearn Punjabi Learn SwedishLearn AlbanianLearn SlovenianDOWNLOAD & START LEARNING NOW! --------------------------------Learn Thai Master Pro--------------------------------You want to take your Thai skills to the next level? Other than those two
things, this is a great app to study Thai from. Help them speak Thai and communicate with people from all over the world. Help them speak a language and discover the amazing world around them through one of the best child-friendly language learning apps. Find what to say in any situation. Have fun learning! Apr 20, 2022 Version 3.6.7 Have you
been waiting? Become one of the millions of people who speak Thai every day.Speak Thai confidently when travelling. If you’re having a formal conversation, then should be all formal Thai. Learn 15,000 words and phrases categorized into 350 topics. That shows a deep understanding of the process. I'm completing lessons without fully understanding
it because there's no access to understand it fully or show why it was wrong / English translation. My second suggestion would be to fix the chat boxes. Associate each word and phrase with a suggestive and memorable illustration. I look forward to future updates to this app in hopes that it continues to have more lessons and levels for Thai in the
future. If I miss the sentence it should at least show up in English what it was suppose to say so I put the words together to understand what each one was suppose to be. Speak confidently with the locals and stop making an effort when communicating. Here is the latest update of the Ling app:- User interface and user experience improvements- Bug
fixesFound anything suspicious? Very user friendly. It forces one who is already familiar but not yet literate to practice reading the Thai words in context while allowing us to toggle it on really quick to either help when stuck or even just verify what we think we just read. Manage subscriptions and turn off auto-renewal by going to your Account
Settings after purchase.Terms of Use: Policy: you have any suggestions or feedback, please contact us at support@simyasolutions.com. Whether you are a beginner looking for a way to start learning a language or an experienced speaker improving your knowledge, you will find what you’re looking for in the FunEasyLearn app.Start learning the basic
Thai words and phrases with just a few minutes of daily practice. Within 24 hours prior to the end of the current period, you will be charged through your iTunes Account. REALLY nice feature is the ability to rapidly toggle on and off the roman alphabet (english letters) pronunciation. Start learning with the world’s biggest course now!Learn the Thai
language with FunEasyLearn. Explore the variety of topics and enjoy the beautiful hand-drawn illustrations. There is no way to click the word to see its definition nor a access point to search for a words meaning. We will discuss and may add more features on the basis of your comments. So if you miss the question it won't even tell you what it was
suppose to say, you just fail without understanding the sentence at all. Play 30 effective learning games. We will discuss the suggestions. It’s fast, easy and effective!Developed by professionalsThe FunEasyLearn courses are developed by certified linguists and acting teachers. We hope you increase your rating for our effort. Your request has been
sent to our product managing team. I’ve noticed that the chat boxes are kind of all over the place sometimes with a mix of both formal and informal Thai and to me doesn’t make sense. Never gets boring. The following data may be collected but it is not linked to your identity: Privacy practices may vary, for example, based on the features you use or
your age. Hi Dsk6789, Thanks for your review. At Ling, we’ve made the learning process fun by using puzzles, games, challenges, and quizzes to teach you how to read, write and speak Thai! -------------------------------------------------------OUR THAI TEACHING MINI-GAMES…-------------------------------------------------------- Flashcards- Word quizzes- Chatbot to practise
conversation- Speaking to improve your pronunciation- Writing practice using your finger and smartphone screen- Review what you have learned- Dialogue: Practical conversation in real life- Match pictures with the corresponding word- Sort sentences into the correct order- Complete the unfinished sentence… And much, much more! With so many
different mini-games, challenges, quizzes and puzzles to teach you Thai, you’ll have hours of fun learning a new language. Thanks again, Fah from Simya Asian languages are hard, difficult to teach proper sounds and structuring of a sentences. If that doesn’t help, you can always contact us at support@simyasolutions.com.
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